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Activist groups and attentive families alike make their way through downtown Raleigh as part of the 2018 HKonJ March.
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ONE, TWO, THREE
YEARS REMEMBERED
Muslim students reflect on anniversary of shooting
By Lucas Risinger
Staff Writer

Ahmad Tejan-Sie, a Muslim senior at UNC, has been
fortunate enough to never have directly experienced
intolerance on campus. Islamophobia is still prevalent
in his life, though, and he has grappled with how to
respond to it.
“Recently I’ve been of the opinion that, while it is
helpful to counter misinformation with facts, often
times it’s not facts that change people’s minds,” he said.
“Because numbers don’t change people’s opinions — it’s
experiences that do.”
According to a study by the Pew Research Center,
44 percent of Americans polled in 2017 responded that
“there is a natural conflict between Islam and democracy.”

Faisal Khan, director of the Carolina Peace Center,
said he believes anti-Muslim sentiment is growing. He
said young Muslims have become more resilient and
politically active in response.
“Unfortunately, the political narrative — especially
with Donald Trump — really elevates the hate against
Muslims and Islam,” Khan said.

Our Three Winners
It has now been three years since Deah Barakat, Yusor
Abu-Salha and Razan Abu-Salha were shot and killed
at Chapel Hill’s Finley Forest Condominiums. Barakat,
a dental student at UNC, his wife Yusor and her sister

SEE OUR THREE WINNERS, PAGE 5

Moral March focuses
on health care, DACA
By Anna Pogarcic and Georgia
Wieland-Stanford
Staff Writers

“Forward together! Not
one step back!” was the motto
Saturday morning. Music blasted
through speakers throughout the
walk to keep the crowd energized.
Thousands of protesters from
all over the Triangle gathered
together on a muggy Saturday for
the 2018 Moral March on Raleigh,
focusing on health care, voter
mobilization and DACA.
People of all ages, ethnicities and
backgrounds gathered for a brief
march before stopping in front of a
stage. The main assembly featured
local activists and speakers.
The North Carolina chapter of
the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People
holds the annual march with the
Historic Thousands On Jones Street

Assembly to mobilize local voters
and draw attention to different
social causes. Members of the community as well as organizations like
the American Civil Liberties Union
and Planned Parenthood attended
and joined together, chanting and
holding signs high in the air.
The speakers talked about their
dissatisfaction with the current
state of politics in the country. Rev.
Sekinah Hamlin criticized U.S. Rep.
Virginia Foxx, R-N.C., for her work
on higher education, particularly
her efforts with the PROSPER Act.
Hamlin said the bill would
take funding away from the state’s
Historically Black Colleges and
Universities and make getting an
education more difficult for students.
“I have a problem with a billionaire in the White House being able

SEE HKONJ, PAGE 5

Tar Heels use experience to beat NC State, 96-89
By Chris Hilburn-Trenkle
Assistant Sports Editor

RALEIGH — What a difference
a week makes.
Seven days ago, the No. 21
North Carolina men’s basketball team was in a slump.
UNC (19-7, 8-5 ACC) had
lost three straight for the first
time since 2014 and entered
a game against Pittsburgh
needing an inspired performance. The Tar Heels won
that game by 31 points, but
were not quite in the clear.
With games against Duke
and N.C. State and less than
48 hours apart, the Tar Heels
could have wilted in the face
of adversity and gone 0-2.
But these Tar Heels have
dealt with adversity before.
Four of the five starters were
on the two previous teams
that reached the National
Championship game and
are no strangers to the odds
against them.
On Thursday, UNC produced a statement win in its
most impressive performance
of the season, defeating No.
9 Duke, 82-78, at the Smith
Center.
Entering Saturday’s game
against N.C. State, a letdown
could have been expected after
such an emotional victory.
But these Tar Heels have seen
it all and were not about to
come out complacent against

another rival. With a sea of
red surrounding the court and
the Wolfpack (16-9, 6-6 ACC)
having already beaten UNC in
Chapel Hill, it looked like N.C.
State would play spoiler again.
But head coach Roy
Williams and the Tar Heels
would not let that happen.
This time was different.
This time UNC played the
role of spoiler, quieting the
Wolfpack crowd in an upand-down game that was
filled with twists and turns
before securing a 96-89 victory. The win gave UNC its
third in just seven days and
moved the Tar Heels to 8-5 in
conference play, boosting an
already strong resume.
It did not always seem like
a Tar Heel victory. The first
half was full of runs. The Tar
Heels went on a 9-0 run, then
the Wolfpack answered with a
5-0 run to tie it. Another 12-2
run by UNC made it a tenpoint game and it looked like
the Tar Heels might be in the
clear. The Wolfpack were not
ready to give in, though, and
responded with a 19-0 run
that kept the building shaking
to make it 37-28.
UNC was in trouble. Most
teams would have quit in that
situation. But the Tar Heels
have been in this situation
too many times before to
shrink under pressure, despite
Williams not calling a timeout.

“I wanted to chew their
butts out,” Roy Williams said.
“I told them, ‘I’m not going
to bail you out. You dug this
daggum hole, so play.’”
The team did just that,
responding with a 7-0 run to
end the first half and entered
the break down by just two
points.
“Going into a hostile environment like this, you know
they were gonna come out and
be ready to play today,” guard
Joel Berry II said. “Like I said,
we did a great job of not buying into what they were trying
to do. We did a good job of
just trying to withstand it and
knowing that if we just stuck
to what we were doing, that
we were going to be just fine.”
UNC brought that same
composure in the second half,
led by the leadership of Berry
and the play of junior forward
Luke Maye. Within the first
four minutes, Maye had scored
11 points and UNC led 50-44.
But just like the first half,
the Wolfpack did not go away
and with the crowd behind
them, it looked like the Tar
Heels were in trouble.
The composure shown by
the starters kept UNC alive
during the high-scoring marathon that saw a combined 113
points in the last 20 minutes.
With 6:50 remaining in
the contest, the Wolfpack had
pulled the lead to within two.

DTH/LEXI BAIRD
Guard Joel Berry II (2) celebrates during Carolina’s 96-89 win over N.C. State on Feb. 10 in Raleigh.

Maye answered with a layup
as part of his 27 second-half
points. He finished with a
career-high 33 points on the
night, but he was not the only
Tar Heel to hit tough shots
down the stretch.
The Wolfpack continued
to return with some heavyweight punches and with just
over two minutes remaining,
the ball was in Theo Pinson’s

hands. The lead was three
points. Pinson drove into the
lane and flicked in a nifty
layup to provide his team with
some much needed insurance.
Later, the Tar Heels again
needed a big shot, up by two
with 1:33 remaining. This
time it was Kenny Williams
who delivered, hitting a dagger 3-pointer to bring the lead
back to five with 73 seconds

on the clock. After a scoreless
first half from Williams, the
junior responded with 11 second-half points, none more
important than that three.
“We’ve been here so many
times, we’ve done it,” the
guard said. “Nothing’s new.
We can rely on what we’ve
done previously to get us past

SEE BASKETBALL, PAGE 5

SBP candidates divided on mental health during first debate
By Madeleine Fraley
Senior Writer

In the first official debate of the
campaign season, the Greek Student
Body hosted the two student body
president candidates, juniors
Savannah Putnam and Garima
Tomar, on Sunday.
Representatives from each of the
four Greek organizations on campus
— the Interfraternity Council, the
Panhellenic Association, the Greek
Alliance Council and the National
Pan-Hellenic Council — moderated
the debate.
Putnam emphasized using student voice to implement change on
campus. When asked how she would
address unifying the undergraduate

and graduate student bodies following their split, she said she wants to
create student feedback systems in
both student bodies so that the voice
in student government is driven
from the bottom-up.
“Student voice is a powerful
mechanism of change,” she said.
Putnam said she would use that
student feedback in creating her
policies, so they would be flexible to
student needs and would be used in
student government’s stance on university issues.
“Student policy should be an
exact reflection of what the student
body finds most valuable,” Putnam
said. “My platform is built off of
advocacy, advocating for students
who don’t feel like they have voices

in student government and therefore don’t have a voice with the
administration.”
Tomar also emphasized the use of
student voice, but through establishing a connection with University
administration, reforming student
government and reallocating student fees, taking a more active
stance than Putnam.
Tomar said based on her threeyear experience serving on the
Student Fee Audit Committee, the
most impactful change can be done
through student fee money and
advising the Board of Trustees on
student organization funding.
“Right now student government
sequesters about 40,000 student
fee dollars a year for unattended

student programming,” she said.
“And I think the best way to support student organizations is to
return that money back to the
students through helping student
organizations.”
The candidates were most divided
on mental health and how to
improve current campus programs.
Putnam has put mental health
at the forefront of her platform.
She said that after watching a
friend struggle with mental health
and be failed by Counseling and
Psychological Services, she wants
to reform CAPS to make it more
responsive to students.
She said she also wants to reform
LFIT, particularly the unit on tracking your diet, and add “mental fit-

ness education.”
Tomar said she did not feel CAPS
needed to be reformed. She said the
program is currently underfunded
after losing 50 percent of its funding
two years ago and is directly supported by student fees. She plans to
work with the University to advocate for more of that funding to go
directly to CAPS.
Both candidates showed concern for students and emphasized
the need for more student voice on
campus and in the University system as a whole in their platforms,
but each have different priorities
in what actions need to be taken to
make that change. The election is on
Tuesday.
university@dailytarheel.com

I have a dream one day, to have a unified and structured community.
DEAH BARAKAT
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QUOTE OF THE DAY
“No matter who you are or where you’re
from, we all have a lot to offer this country.
You should not be denied.”
Laveda Joseph, at the 2018 Moral March on Raleigh

FEATURED ONLINE READER COMMENT
“I have two marketable degrees, so everything turned out well in the end.”
Claude Wilson
Last Column on the Left

Al, on seniors looking to Career Services for help

Sophomore history major from
Chapel Hill.
Email: claudew@live.unc.edu

LETTERS TO
THE EDITOR

Marx,
Lincoln
and the
G.O.P.

I

NEXT

n 1864, Abraham
Lincoln would receive
a letter from an organization known as the
International Workingmen’s
Association. The letter congratulated Lincoln on his
reelection and praised his
making the abolition of slavery into the Union’s mission
during the Civil War.
The letter was signed by
the Association’s Central
Council, composed of a number of prominent European
socialists and trade unionists,
but one signature stands out
among the others: that of
Karl Marx. Queue thunderbolts in the background.
It’s quite likely that Lincoln
already knew who Marx
was; after all, he was the
European correspondent and
a frequent writer for the New
York Daily Tribune, one of the
most popular newspapers of
the Republican Party, which
Lincoln read regularly.
While Marx’s writings
mostly concerned the various
affairs of European politics,
after the outbreak of the Civil
War he became an outspoken
advocate of the Union cause.
He diagnosed the fears of the
Southern slaveholding aristocracy, who wanted to secure
their continued economic and
political dominance, as the
war’s cause and advocated for
the Union to abolish slavery.
Lincoln himself was not a
socialist, and wage labor was
not yet as widespread in the
United States then as it is
today, but he was nonetheless
aware of the conflict between
workers and capitalists, and
supported the former. As
he stated in his first annual
address, “Capital is only
the fruit of labor, and could
never have existed if labor
had not first existed. Labor
is the superior of capital, and
deserves much the higher
consideration.”
Even within his party,
Lincoln was only a moderate.
Some Radical Republicans
were borderline anti-capitalists, a prominent example
being Benjamin Wade, the
President Pro Tempore of the
Senate from 1867 to 1869,
who was an early advocate for
the right of workers to unionize and whose open criticism
of capitalism earned him
praise from Karl Marx in the
preface of Das Kapital.
Frederick Douglass, a
former slave, member of the
Republican Party and an
important black activist of
his time, actively expressed
socialist sentiments. In a
speech in 1883, he described
wage labor as “only a little
less galling and crushing in
its effects than chattel slavery,
and that this slavery of wages
must go down with the other.”
It is a shame that a party
which once included anticapitalist radicals and whose
members were praised by
Marx has become the wretched creature that it is today,
but this is all the more reason
that new anti-capitalist organizations are necessary to
agitate for a better world for
the working class.
3/18: Annie Get Your Pen
Annie Kiyonaga writes about
art history and eccentricities.

Online resources
democratize education

EDITORIAL

The election’s tomorrow.
This SBP election,
let’s be engaged
but realistic.

I

f you’re reading this,
you probably (statistically and realistically
speaking) don’t care about
the student body president
election tomorrow.
You might not know
what the student body
president does. You might
recall being mauled by signature-seeking campaigners in the Pit at some point
last week and be even
more inclined to not vote
out of pure annoyance.
Within editorial board,
student government
remains a topic of heated
debate. We argue about
the role of student government, the obligations of
the student body president
and if writing about the
institution is even worth
our time.
In the end, we have
decided this: Student government has never been
made up of the campus
revolutionaries. Student
government will never
bring down Silent Sam.
But student government
is made up of students
who put in work to affect
change behind the scenes.
In light of the student

body president election
tomorrow, we must consider a realistic portrait
of their duties and obligations to students. Just like
romantic relationships, by
truly understanding what
we can expect, we can best
select someone to get the
job done.
The role of the student
body president is twopronged. First, the student
body president is someone
who will effectively work
with a team to advocate
for nitty-gritty educational policies to benefit
students. They will be OK
with the fact that they’ll
get very little credit for
long nights and countless hours spent in meetings providing a “student
voice.” In aggregate, their
presence will have a minimal effect on the direction
of policies on campus.
Occasionally, the student body president’s
team will face dramatic
moments where they will
have a significant effect
on the direction of the
university. These critical
moments indicate the true
effectiveness of the student body president and
their team — do they have
a true read of campus and
its inner workings? Can
they quickly and effec-

tively respond?
In past years, these
moments have included
student government’s
involvement in the business
school fee, contextualized
transcripts, active-learning,
sexual assault policy and
the separation of the undergraduate and graduate student governments.
Secondly, we often
overlook the fact that the
student body president is
a symbol. The person who
wins the election indicates
who our campus chooses to
hold up as trustworthy and
who we expect to advocate
for our needs. This is an
important part of considering who gets your vote.
Regardless of student
government’s “effectiveness” the student body
president is often the lone
student voice in a sea of
university bureaucrats.
They represent us. And
candidates’ personal
beliefs, identities and
experiences are pertinent
to the decisions they make
once elected to office.
To the voters — you may
not notice what the student body president does
for you. But they do work
tirelessly. They deserve
your vote.
To the candidates — good
luck. We do not envy you.

COLUMN

A day in hijab isn’t enough
World Hijab Day communicates a relationship of privilege.

F

eb. 1 marked World
Hijab Day, an annual
event founded in
2013 to encourage women
of all religious backgrounds
to wear and experience
the hijab. Nazma Khan, a
Muslim social activist and
Bangladeshi immigrant,
founded the movement with
the goal of fostering global
religious tolerance. Khan
aimed to provide a venue
for thoughtful conversation
on the hijab’s meaning and
significance. In accordance
with Khan’s vision, UNC’s
Muslim Student Association
and others worldwide held
“hijab try-on booths,” where
non-Muslim women were
encouraged to try on hijabs
and take photos in them, and
even challenged to wear the
hijab for the day’s duration.
While I appreciate the
sentiment of solidarity
behind the movement, I must
also acknowledge the way
World Hijab Day outlines
the exploitative relationship
that exists between western
societies and their conditional support for Islamic
practices. Hijab is accepted
when embraced by mainstream audiences in a show
of tolerance and inclusion,
yet pop culture continues to
perpetuate a double standard
in relation to how Muslim
vs. non-Muslim women are
expected to behave.
The word hijab is derived
from the Arabic word for

Amena Saad
Editorial board member
Email: amena@live.unc.edu

modesty, and women who
choose to wear it do so to
project an image of selfrespect, and as a badge of
religious identity. The hijab
is a constant reminder of
one’s commitment to Islam.
Although it is sometimes
seen and depicted as a tool
for oppression, in my experience, it’s the exact opposite.
The hijab empowers women
like myself to unapologetically embrace their faith, and
encourages society to value
character, personality and
thought before appearance.
World Hijab Day is idealistic in that it exposes wearers
to the community-building
potential of hijab, but does
little to address the fact that
these very communities are
often dehumanized and misrepresented by mainstream
media. Hijab does not exist to
be made palatable to Western
audiences. The idea of normalizing hijab by featuring
everyday, college students
donning the garment in an
effort to make it unthreatening and relatable is offensive.
I don’t feel empowered by

this well-intentioned, yet
poorly executed act of solidarity. Rather, I feel that my
experience has been reduced
to a superficial manifestation
of diversity, to be imitated
and embraced for show.
World Hijab Day communicates the relationship of privilege that exists
within this realm of activism.
Participants spend a day on
the receiving end of the kind
of public disapproval and
judgement that many hijabi
women undergo on a daily
basis, and then get to carry
on with their lives, enlightened. A one-day trial isn’t
enough, because on some
days, I’m frustrated with the
way a woman I passed while
running threw me an undeserved look of contempt. But
on other days, I’m heartened
by interactions with people
who are compassionate in
articulating their curiosity,
and who’s to say which kind
of day I’m having when?
I believe there are more
effective ways to celebrate
the experiences of Muslim
women. Hijab has allowed
me to develop a sense of
identity, and I’m thrilled
and humbled to be able to
share my experiences with
someone who might have
questions. Initiatives like
try-on booths contribute to
the erasure of female Muslim
narratives, ones that need
to be emphasized now more
than ever.

TO THE EDITOR:
Derek Fulton wrote in
“Online textbooks have
crossed the line,” that digital
classroom resources are a
waste of money.
I am writing to disagree
with his proposition that
these online resources are
a) over-priced and b) poor
alternatives to paper textbooks. To the first point,
as Fulton himself writes,
Mastering Physics ($115)
and SimUText ($80) are
both cheaper than most hard
cover textbooks ($132.50 in
his example).
Creating novel, interactive
content also requires more
thought than writing paper
textbooks, as I witnessed
last summer while interning at SimBio, the maker of
SimUText software.
Fulton’s assertion that
“doing homework on paper
and getting personalized
feed back is free” is the most
absurd. Biology classes here
tend to be larger than 200
students. The time that taxpayer-paid professors would
spend grading homework
is certainly more valuable
than student fees for online
platforms.
Unfortunately, the alternative to digital feedback at
large, public universities is
usually no feedback.
But most importantly,
digital resources enable
more minority and first
generation students to succeed in STEM. UNC biology
professor Dr. Kelly Hogan
was featured in a widely
circulated NYT article about
this very fact.
Finally, if Derek takes
issue with SimUText’s code
being from 2008, why is he
so defensive of textbooks
made using the technology Gutenberg invented in
1440? I won’t claim that
these products are perfect or
should replace face-to-face
classroom interaction, but
they do and will continue
to play an important role in
democratizing education.
And as they become more
popular, they’ll become
cheaper too.
Claire Drysdale
Biology and Studio Art
Senior

Take note, students and
job-seekers
TO THE EDITOR:
It is commendable that
you have encouraged students to send handwritten
notes of congratulations or
appreciation to their professors, advisors and mentors. Such notes are very
much valued and stand out
because the student has
taken the time to write a
handwritten note rather
than send a quick email.
However, this type of
correspondence is social
correspondence, which is
quite different from business correspondence. A
handwritten note is too
casual for business correspondence, which includes
“thank-you” or follow-up
letters after an interview

for a job or internship.
These should be
typed, not handwritten.
Moreover, employers today
often make hiring decisions (especially regarding
bringing students in for
a second interview) with
such speed — sometimes
overnight — that a mailed
thank-you letter may arrive
days after the employer has
made second interview
offers; this puts the student
who sent a mailed letter at
a disadvantage.
After resisting for several years recommending
that students send email
follow-up letters, based on
feedback from hundreds
of employers I now recommend that students send
typed, PROOFREAD, letters to employers by email
immediately after their
interview.
While such a letter may
not sway the employer to
reconsider a student that he
or she has already decided
isn’t a fit, it sometimes gives
the borderline candidate a
bit of a bump in a positive
direction.
Marcia B. Harris
UNC Wood-Cole Program
Director
Former Director, UNC
University Career Services

Recruitment sustains
the rivalry
TO THE EDITOR:
As a diehard Carolina
fan, I have a request. Stop
actively recruiting “one and
done” players. It’s not good
for Duke or for our rivalry.
You’re the winningest college coach.
Recruit players who’ll
stay at Duke. Let Duke fans
watch and enjoy players
grow. Let Tar Heels lament
that these kids will be back
to torment us for many
seasons. Let “one and done”
players go to Kentucky. Let
Ashely Judd have to open
up her program to figure
out who is playing in Rupp
this season. Let UK cancel
“Senior Night” and replace
it with “One and Done
Night”.
Invest your time in kids,
who will invest in Duke;
kids you can teach and
who form bonds that won’t
break in tough situations.
Kids, who can’t wait to
silence Dean Dome crowds
like our kids, who strive to
bring misery to Cameron
Crazies.
Give Carolina fans some
more Wojos, Laettners,
Redicks, Hurleys, Ferrys
and Allens to loathe year
after year. Assembling five
NBA development players every year and sending
them against Carolina hurts
the foundation of the greatest basketball rivalry.
I fear that if you don’t
fix it now, we may end up
looking for another rival.
Perhaps, State might be
interested.
But, it’s not too late to
repair that foundation
before retirement. I hope
you do. And I hope that you
coach for as long as “Ole
Roy” coaches, so the rest of
us can keep enjoying these
games — as we have for
decades.
Ron Lattanze
Class of ‘85

SPEAK OUT
WRITING GUIDELINES
• Please type. Handwritten letters will not be accepted.
• Sign and date. No more than two people should sign letters.
• Students: Include your year, major and phone number.
• Faculty/staff: Include your department and phone number.
• Edit: The DTH edits for space, clarity, accuracy and vulgarity. Limit
letters to 250 words.
SUBMISSION
• Drop off or mail to our office at 151 E. Rosemary St., Chapel Hill,
NC 27514
• Email: opinion@dailytarheel.com
EDITOR’S NOTE: Columns, cartoons and letters do not necessarily represent the opinions of The Daily Tar Heel or its staff. Editorials reflect the
opinions of The Daily Tar Heel editorial board, which comprises 10 board
members, the opinion assistant editor and editor and the editor-in-chief.
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Orange County legislators
plan to propose a bill that
would relocate Confederate
statue Silent Sam from Polk
Place to a location with fewer
public safety concerns.
N.C. Rep. Verla Insko,
D-Orange, will sponsor
the bill at this year’s short
General Assembly legislative session in May, with
help from Rep. Graig Meyer,
D-Orange, and N.C Sen.
Valerie Foushee, D-Orange.
Despite student protests
and backlash from many
UNC graduates, the Historic
Artifact Management and
Patriotism Act prohibits the
University from removing the
statue from public property.
“This is something that the
three of us in the local delegation have been concerned
about for a long time,” Meyer
said. “The reason now is that
we’ve seen a turning of the

tide in our society’s approach
to Confederate memorials,
and we know there is a specific interest on campus in
addressing this.”
The bill is currently in the
early stages of drafting but
Insko has been in conversation with legislative members
to gain support. A timeline
for the potential relocation
has not been determined.
Insko has called on Chapel
Hill Town Council to collaborate in the drafting of
the resolution. Mayor Pam
Hemminger previously asked
UNC Chancellor Carol Folt
to seek permission to store
the statue from the state historical commission in August,
with Hemminger saying relocated rather than removed.
“We’re trying to keep
relations good because
the University is between
a rock and a hard place,”
Hemminger said.
Chapel Hill Town Council
has not seen a resolution
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Local legislators discuss Silent Sam’s status
By Carlyann Edwards
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Orange County Legislators plan to propose a bill that would
move Silent Sam from Polk Place to another location.

yet, but many members have
expressed support for the bill.
Town council member Allen Buansi said the
statue should be relocated to
address the danger of harm
and ensure the prosperity of
the University’s future.
“As one of our state’s crown
jewel institutions, we can’t
afford to turn away some
people who have given and
continue to give so much to
the University and its diversity,” he said.
At this time, there are no
solidified proposals on where
the statue would be moved.
Many officials have suggested
museums, nearby battlefields

or memorials.
“The statue belongs somewhere it can be referenced,
used as a teaching tool and
thought of in the correct context,” Hemminger said.
Meyer said the three local
legislators have reached out
to N.C. Sons of Confederate
Veterans to work together to
find an appropriate location
for the Confederate statue.
He said he’s willing to
hear suggestions from the
community, and they’re still
in the preliminary stages in
deciding how to approach the
proposal.
@yescarlyann
city@dailytarheel.com

Celebrating

Carolina’s Firsts

TODAY!

Carolina’s first student, Hinton James,
is back on campus. Catch up with him
over lunch at Chase Dining Hall from 11 a.m.–2 p.m.
Wonder what Hinton ate when he was at Carolina?
Lunch will be themed-out, and you won’t want to
miss it. Visit alumni.unc.edu/hintonjames for a
complete schedule of the day’s events, where you
can learn all about Carolina’s Firsts.
#WeGotHereFirst

General Alumni Association

DTH office is open TODAY
fromis9am-5pm
• DTH9:00am-5:00pm
office will re-open at 8:30 on 8/13/14
DTH office
open Mon-Fri

Line Classified Ad Rates

To Place a Line Classified Ad Log Onto
www.dailytarheel.com/classifieds or Call 919-962-0252

Private Party (Non-Profit) Commercial (For-Profit)

Deadlines

Line Ads: Noon, the day prior to publication

25 Words .......$20.00/week 25 Words .......$42.50/week
Display Classified Ads: 3p.m., two days
Extra words ..25¢/word/day Extra words ...25¢/word/day
prior to publication
EXTRAS: Box: $1/day • Bold: $3/day
BR = Bedroom • BA = Bath • mo = month • hr = hour • wk = week • W/D = washer/dryer • OBO = or best offer • AC = air conditioning • w/ = with • LR = living room

Child Care Wanted

Help Wanted

SEEKING DEPENDABLE, friendly babysitter for
a bright, active five year old boy on Saturday
nights. Must have your own car. Face to face
interview necessary. $15/hour. Email gonzoharlot@msn.com or call 919-357-7687

skills, can run personal errands AND have good
computer skills, please send me your resume
and contact information.

For Rent
STONECROP APARTMENTS. Walk to campus,
downtown, affordable 3, or 4BR w/ 4BA. Rent
includes all utilities, parking in garage, WiFi,
W/D, huge kitchen, rec room, security entrance
with elevator. Call 919-968-7226, rentals@
millhouseproperties.com.

For Sale
“DROMGOOLE, TWICE-MURDERED.” First fulllength book about Gimghoul Castle legend. By
E. T. Malone Jr. Literary Lantern Press. More
information, purchase at www.malonesmaps.
com 252-257-3542

Help Wanted
PART-TIME ASSISTANT Personal/Office Assistant for errands/projects. 3-4 hours/day-3
morning/early afternoon/week; hours flexible.
Trustworthy, competent assistant with widevariety of strengths and skills that may vary
from a typical office role. Past assistants have
been college students. If you are a self-starter
is organized, can write, spell, have good people

HOROSCOPES

10 AM DOGS WALKER 2 medium dogs, northern chapel hill. flexible days. email: northchapelhillmom@gmail.com

If February 12th is Your Birthday...

HELP WANTED Construction company working
at UNC needing some extra help. $11/hr Flexible day hours. Call Jeff 402-618-7439

NEWMAN
CATHOLIC STUDENT
CENTER
NEWMAN
CATHOLIC
STUDENT
CENTER

NURSE OR STUDENT NURSE wanted a couple
of hours/day for recovering patient after major
surgery. 12 minutes from campus by car. Please
email availability: simons.house1@gmail.com

ASH WEDNESDAY MASS SCHEDULE
ASH WEDNESDAY
MASS SCHEDULE

EXPERIENCE WITH INDESIGN REQ’D In need of
occasional help with book writing chores. Preferably an Art or Liberal Arts Student. Flexible
schedule. Contact mmcollegebook@gmail.com

Holiday Help
CHAPEL HILL FLORIST is hiring delivery drivers
for Valentine’s Day. Must have clean license
and own vehicle. Call or stop by 200 West
Franklin 919-929-2903

Services
TORNADO CRUZ TREE SERVICE 18 years of experience, free estimates. 919-951-5691 Insured

Travel/Vacation

February 14, 2018

February 14, 2018
Masses with Ash Distribution

Masses
with Ash Distribution
7:00 am – Newman Church
7:00pmam
– Newman
Church
12:15
– Great
Hall, Carolina
Union
12:15 pm
Great
Hall, Carolina
5:00– pm
– Newman
Church Union
5:00
Church
7:00pm
pm––Newman
Newman Church
7:00 pm – Newman Church

Guide your career to unprecedented levels this year.
Careful preparation allows for high performance.
Personal power and confidence rise to a crescendo
this spring. Your physical fitness and health practices
energize and build strength this summer before
romance sparks a partnership. Share your passion.

To get the advantage, check the day's rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the most challenging.

Aries (March 21-April 19)
Today is an 8 -- Forge ahead for professional gain. Your prize has long-term benefits.
The stakes are high, and you have what
you need. Consider pitfalls in advance.

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
Today is a 6 -- Consider long-term plans
before beginning a home renovation. Discuss ideas with family. Study color and style
schemes and test before committing.

Taurus (April 20-May 20)
Today is an 8 -- Travel sounds nice, but
wait for traffic to clear. Can you attend a
meeting or conference virtually? Studies
have your focus. Learn from an expert.

Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Today is a 7 -- An answer you’ve been
seeking is hiding in plain sight. Practice
your creative arts and discover unexpected
beauty. Write, paint, craft, pluck or strum.

Gemini (May 21-June 20)
Today is a 7 -- Anticipate financial changes,
and put backup plans in place. New expenses may require adaptation. Discipline
and consideration now pay off later.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Today is a 9 -- Your morale gets a boost as
your wallet grows fatter. Disciplined efforts
pay off. Pay bills and reduce debt. Create
your own lucrative opportunity.

Cancer (June 21-July 22)
Start a rewarding and
Today is an 8 -- A romantic partnership
During
the
season
of
Lent,
we
will
add
a
daily
Mass
on
blossoms naturally. Everything seems posDuring the season of Lent, we will add a
fulfilling career and earn BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK
sible. Brainstorm to narrow the options and
$189
for
5
DAYS.
All
prices
include:
Round
trip
extra money!
choose your course of action. Together,
at 5:00daily
pm,
Eucharistic
luxury party cruise, accommodationsMonday
on the isMass
on MondayAdoration
at 5:00 pm,after Monday

We have positions available
immediately, no experience
necessary- you just need to be
excited about coming to work and
helping others! This position is
great for anyone looking for Parttime work! Build a relationship
with unique, interesting
individuals! Various shifts
available! Entry-level
pay starting up to $11
per hour. To apply visit
us at jobs.rsi-nc.org

land at your choice of 10 resorts. Appalachia
Travel. www.BahamaSun.com, 800-867-5018.

NEED A PLACE

and Thursday
in theafter
Activity
Center,
EucharisticMass
Adoration
Monday
and and
Stations
of theMass
Cross
Fridays
at 5:45
Thursday
in theonActivity
Center,
andpm.
Stations of the Cross on Fridays at 5:45 pm.

TO LIVE?
www.heelshousing.com

you’re a powerful team.

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
Today is an 8 -- Profit from meticulous
service. Take advantage of a lucky break.
Balance work with pleasure, sedentary
pursuits with physical action. Grow your
heart stronger.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Today is an 8 -- Relax, and take advantage
of the fine conditions for love. Enjoy family
and friends. Play games, music and sports
together. Pay someone special attention.

QUESTIONS? 962-0252

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Today is a 7 -- Make a personal change.
Practice optimism and self-care. Put aside
judgments and complaints for a while,
especially those directed at yourself.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Today is a 5 -- Stretch and rest in peaceful
privacy. Sit or walk somewhere with a lovely
view, soothing music or fragrance. Nurture
your health and well-being.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
Today is a 7 -- Crowdsource a solution
between your community. Organize and
provide infrastructural support. You can
accomplish great things with a team of
talented friends.

RECYCLE ME PLEASE!
(c) 2016 TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES, INC.
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OUR THREE WINNERS
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Razan were all Muslim.
The shooter, Craig Stephen
Hicks, was charged with killing the three on Feb. 10, 2015.
The case was not designated
a hate crime. His trial date
has not been assigned. If convicted, Hicks could receive
the death penalty.
UNC Chancellor Carol Folt
said the sorrow she felt three
years ago is unforgettable.
“I am so grateful for
everyone in our local communities, and our students at
the School of Dentistry, who
dedicate public service work
to commemorate the lives of

HKONJ

FROM PAGE 1
to get his loans forgiven, but
we cannot expect the same for
our children,” she said.
Although the marchers
promoted a number of causes,
healthcare, Deferred Action
for Childhood Arrivals and
voting rights were the main
issues everyone seemed to
have on their minds — and the
main theme was encouraging
people to go to the polls this
November for the midterms.
Laveda Joseph, who is originally from the U.S. Virgin
Islands, said she came to the
march for inspiration, and
she wants to lead in the development of people who want
to make a positive change.
“Nothing is what it seems,
and I can no longer stay silent
to the inequalities that keep
existing,” she said.
Marches such as this one
bring hope that coming
together for a common goal
can actually make a difference. Renee Scaggs, a participant from Cary, said she
marched because she enjoys
seeing people come together
and support one another.

BASKETBALL

FROM PAGE 1

whatever new obstacles.”
After an emotionally draining win against Duke, the Tar
Heels responded with another
statement performance. The
team stayed composed at
halftime and shot lights out
in the second half, converting

three inspiring human beings
who left us far too soon,” she
said in a statement given to
The Daily Tar Heel.
Khan said the best way to
preserve the three’s legacy is
to follow in their footsteps.
The Our Three Winners
Foundation was created in
honor of those killed, aiming
to continue their legacy of
humanitarianism.
On Jan. 31, Chapel Hill
Mayor Pam Hemminger
declared Feb. 10 as Our Three
Winners Day.

Religious tolerance on
campus
Mona Sajjad, a Muslim

senior majoring in exercise
and sports science, said she has
seen progress in the acceptance
of Muslims on campus since
2015. She said she does not feel
unsafe or unwelcome on campus, and the response to the
2015 killings made her prouder
to be a Muslim. “I wouldn’t
be the person I am today
without (the Muslim Students
Association) and without the
people I met through it.”
MSA is helping to organize
an interfaith food drive in
honor of the 2015 victims and
is collecting non-perishable
donations until Feb. 24.
Sajjad and Tejan-Sie said the
UNC administration responded to the killings well. Tejan-

“I’m passionate about people
who aren’t here that should
be — people that are indifferent or ignorant and don’t think
that there’s a problem or that
there’s nothing we can do to fix
it,” she said.
Concerns about voting
rights drew many people to the
march, including Erwin Cohen
from Durham. He said he
attended the march because he
is committed to making sure
people are allowed to vote.
“Over the last ten years,
since the last census, there’s
been a great deal of gerrymandering and people have
been disenfranchised,” Cohen
said. “It’s un-American and
it’s wrong.”
Health care was also on the
minds of many marchers, and
a large group of doctors and
health care providers attended
in scrubs and lab coats. Neva
Bartholomew, a family medicine doctor in Chapel Hill,
said she is concerned about
access to health care as well as
the state of the union under
President Donald Trump.
“We’re concerned about the
lack of accessible health care
in the state of North Carolina,”
she said. “And there’s a large

contingent of people here who
are also concerned.”
Joshua James from
Fayetteville also had health
care on his mind. He
wants to help people from
Fayetteville who do not work
for the military achieve more
economic stability.
“I’m mostly concerned
about health care, especially
after the scare of them almost
repealing the Affordable Care
Act in Washington,” James
said. “My son has autism,
my wife has a disability, so I
know that fight isn’t over.”
Members of the Historic
Thousands on Jones Assembly
spoke to thank protesters for
their sacrifices and to remind
the crowd why they fight.
“While we may grow weary,
we will keep fighting the good
fight,” they said.
Members of the crowd
expressed why marching is
important.
“There are a lot of people
who care, and as long as
people refuse to stay home
and sit down, things can
progress,” Cohen said.
@ampogarcic
@georgiaws7699
state@dailytarheel.com

78.1 percent of its shots. It
was the best shooting half in
Roy Williams’ UNC tenure.
With just five games
remaining in the regular
season, UNC is relying on its
experience and composure to
carry it against less experienced opponents. It worked
on Thursday night and it
worked today. And Kenny

Williams believes it could
carry the team to a third consecutive national title game.
“I think we can make
another run,” Williams stated.
“A championship run. If
everybody is hitting on all
cylinders, I think we can go
back.”
@christrenkle2
sports@dailytarheel.com
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Sie said one of his proudest
moments of MSA was its work
with Folt to quickly organize a
vigil for the victims.
Khan said he was
impressed by how accommodating UNC was in honoring the legacy of Our Three
Winners but thinks there
could have been a larger
response.
“There needs to be more
voices — especially by elected
officials and people in positions of power — to speak up,”
he said. “I did not see enough
outcry or expression of anger
that this is unacceptable.”
A young, black, Muslim
male in America, Tejan-Sie
said neither his skin color nor

his religion take precedence
in defining his identity. He
said because he is not as visibly Muslim as his sister, who
wears a hijab, he worries she
experiences Islamophobia
more than he does.
“Internally, my faith
defines a lot of my actions,
but externally, my skin color
determines a lot of people’s
reactions to how they see me,”
he said. “Both are central to
my life and experiences.”
Tejan-Sie said he hopes
UNC will become more assertive in its goals of tolerance.
“I hope that the University
takes steps to possibly remind
their student body every
year that Islamophobia is a

relevant issue,” he said. “That
just because the areas we live
in may be outwardly progressive, those strains of hatred
and xenophobia, they might
still be present.”
Moving forward, Sajjad
said she is optimistic for tolerance at UNC, but she knows
more could be done to foster
inclusivity and diversity.
“I always feel like there
could be more,” she said. “The
University always preaches
diversity, and I just feel like
we could do more to show
that instead of just putting a
person of color on a board or
something like that.”
@LucasRisinger
state@dailytarheel.com

+
we are putting more

back in your pocket!
HURRY IN NOW FOR THE LOWEST
RATES OF THE YEAR!
We are waiving your application fees
and administrative fees.
ChapelRidgeLiving.com | 919.666.6009 | 101 Legacy Terrace |
ViewStudentHousing.com | 919.942.2800 | 2701 Homestead Rd |

BIRD FLU
VACCINE STUDY
Healthy adults may be eligible to
participate in a research study evaluating

Mr. Gorbachev…

games
© 2015 The Mepham Group. All rights reserved.

Level:

1

2

3

4

different strengths of a vaccine against
vaccine will be given either alone or in

Solution to
last puzzle

combination with a substance known
as an adjuvant that helps stimulate

• Available for 12 study
visits (7 clinic visits and 5
telephone visits) over a 14
month period
• Not allergic to eggs
Please call 919-613-6244
for more information
Pro00087592

Ted (Not Ted Mosby)
The TEDx talks focused
on the theme “colorwheel”
Saturday. Visit our website
for the story.

Let’s talk some more
about Luke Maye and his
glorious brows. See pg. 6 for
Sports Monday.

is provided for time and travel for

• A healthy adult over the
age of 19

The first debate for student body prez took place
Sunday. Voting happens on
Tuesday. See front for story.

Sports! Sports!

the immune system. Compensation

for this study if you are:

Local legislators are
planning to propose a bill
to relocate Silent Sam. See
pg. 4 for story.

SBP Smackdown
Complete the grid
so each row, column
and 3-by-3 box (in
bold borders) contains
every digit 1 to 9.

the H7N9 strain of bird flu. The

completed visits. You may be eligible

5

Los Angeles Times Daily Crossword Puzzle
Across
1 Like many knockknock jokes
6 Fit together, as some
Russian dolls
10 Commando ploy
14 Square measures
15 Pledge
16 Magazine with
annual Style Awards
17 Impressionist who
was frequently a
guest of Johnny
Carson
19 Ink stain
20 Quite a while
21 Org. with Wizards
and Magic
22 Hard-to-hit pitch
23 __ tai
24 Greek gatherings?
27 Cleared (out)
29 Clearasil shelfmate
30 Be in session
31 Less-filling brews
32 Phoenix-toAlbuquerque dir.
33 Movie backdrops
34 Statute that protects
source
confidentiality
in journalism
38 Column on a
decision
maker’s list
41 Govt. stipend
42 Gem weight
46 Copy
47 Health club
48 Golfer’s
booking
50 Marilyn
Monroe and
Grace Kelly
53 “Holy cow!”
54 On edge
55 Jackie’s

second
56 Founded: Abbr.
57 City near Tahoe
58 Menu listing literally
represented by this
puzzle’s circles
61 “Dancing With the
Stars” co-host
Andrews
62 Tan shade
63 Teapot part
64 Viewpoint
65 Show sorrow or joy
66 “101” class, briefly
Down
1 Snickers ingredient
2 Paper work?
3 Exchange need
4 Slangy turndowns
5 Paris fashion
monogram
6 “Pretty good!”
7 Frequent, as a diner
8 Mo. town
9 With 25-Down, what
America is across, to
Brits
10 Contradict in court

11 Court order?
12 “This is awesome!”
13 Loathes
18 Memo starter
22 Show sorrow or joy
24 Bass, e.g.
25 See 9-Down
26 Jump on ice
28 Hardy title teenager
32 Yalie
33 Hit
35 Road trip guessing
game
36 Morales of “NYPD
Blue”
37 Air Force heroes
38 Musical with
nightclub scenes
39 1968 to now, in pro
tennis

(C)2012 Tribune Media
Services, Inc.
All rights reserved.

40 Fastidious sort
43 Drummer’s joke
punctuation
44 Hobbyist
45 Sees after
47 Muddy digs
48 Ripped to shreds
49 Author Blyton
51 Me.-to-Fla. route
52 Core group
56 Channel with
numerous sister
channels
58 Patch, perhaps
59 Diamonds, slangily
60 “Woe __”: 1996
grammar book
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WEEKEND SCOREBOARD

Wrestling: N.C. State 26, UNC 7
Gymnastics: Oklahoma 198.15, UNC 195.75
Women’s lacrosse: JMU 15, UNC 14
Women’s tennis: UNC 4, Duke 1
Softball: UNC 2, Central Florida 0

Maye’s second half carries UNC to victory
The junior
had a careerhigh 33 points,
along with 17
rebounds.
By Jonah Lossiah
Senior Writer

RALEIGH — After seeing its
28-18 first-half lead evaporate, the
North Carolina men’s basketball
team needed a spark.
N.C. State, in just over six minutes, had ignited its home crowd
with a 19-0 run and led 37-28.
Within that same run, UNC missed
13 consecutive field goals.
A short seven-point burst narrowed the Tar Heels’ halftime deficit
to 37-35. But the momentum in PNC
Arena was still, without a doubt, in
the hands of the Wolfpack. Enter
junior forward Luke Maye, who carried North Carolina to a 96-89 win.
“Coach just challenged me to come
out and be aggressive and continue
to play hard,” he said. “I missed a lot
of easy ones the first half, and (I was)
just trying to get back in a rhythm.”
Maye immediately went to work
in the second half. He opened with a
driving lefty layup. Then, he changed
it up by taking a Theo Pinson entry
pass on the left block, dribbling once
toward the free-throw line and sinking a fade-away jumper.
On UNC’s next offensive possession, Joel Berry II pushed the ball

and missed a pull-up jump shot. But
Maye was there to clean it up, tipping
the ball in with his left hand for six
consecutive points. North Carolina
(19-7, 8-5 ACC) had its first lead since
the 5:36 mark of the first half.
“I just challenged myself to get
out there and take it to the basket,”
Maye said. “Once I got some easy
ones, I just started shooting it and
they started falling.”
His fourth second-half field goal
was even more impressive. As Berry
dribbled the ball up the court, Maye
waved his hands and caught a pass
in stride. Then came a jab step to the
left, one dribble and a heat-check
three over defender Omer Yurtseven.
Maye’s game-breaking ability has
been well-documented this season.
But on Saturday, he was fearless.
The Tar Heels’ leading scorer put up
27 of his 33 points in the final 20
minutes of the game.
“He’s a great kid to play with,”
teammate Cameron Johnson said.
“Just a very unselfish attitude, and
he’s very firm in that. So that’s not
going away any time soon. I mean,
you might have to get Kawhi Leonard
out here to stop him or something.”
He was the centerpiece of the
most efficient half of UNC basketball under head coach Roy Williams,
in terms of percentage. The Tar
Heels scored 61 points and made 25
of 32 of field goals. The 78.1-percent
mark was also North Carolina’s best
shooting half since Jan. 8, 2000.
Maye did earn one major demerit,
however – turnovers. He led the
team with six. UNC finished with 19
turnovers, tied for its most in a game
this season (also in a 61-49 loss at
Virginia). This came two days after
the Tar Heels tied a school record with

DTH/LEXI BAIRD
North Carolina forward Luke Maye (32) shoots over N.C. State forward Lennard Freeman (1) on Feb. 10 in Raleigh.

just two turnovers against Duke. Part
of the sloppiness came from the speed
of the game. The pace was unrelenting, especially in the second half as the
two teams combined for 113 points.
Each time North Carolina started
to pull away, N.C. State (16-9, 6-6
ACC) came right back with a posterizing dunk or a huge three to get the
crowd rocking. This is where Maye
truly began to assert himself.
At the under-eight media timeout,
an Allerik Freeman 3-pointer had
slimmed UNC’s lead to 67-65. Maye
grabbed an offensive rebound and
drove in for a contested layup, then
used a hard pump-fake to shake a
defender and notch an and-one layup.

Now, he wanted an exclamation point.
Maye caught an inbounds pass,
took two dribbles and, with 10 seconds remaining on the shot clock,
sank an NBA-range 3-pointer. He
skipped back on defense, raising
both his hands in a rare celebration.
“He had pulled and shot it … and I
said, ‘Oh my God,’” Williams recalled.
“But it went in, so I said, ‘Good shot.’
I thought Luke was sensational.”
Maye shot 12-14 in the second
half and had 15 field goals for the
game, the most by a player under
Williams. He had 17 rebounds, one
off his career high, and eight offensive rebounds, one more than N.C.
State’s entire team.

Before Saturday, there were
three players in UNC basketball
history with multiple 30-point,
15-rebound games in the same season: Lennie Rosenbluth (1954-57),
Billy Cunningham (1962-65) and
Mitch Kupchak (1972-76). All three
have jerseys hanging in the Smith
Center’s rafters. Now, that list has a
fourth member, whose aggression
seems at an all-time high as UNC
enters its final five ACC games.
“Man, when it’s falling like that,
you just continue to play,” Maye said.
“The basketball gods are looking out
for you.”
@YonaDagalosi
sports@dailytarheel.com

Women’s basketball falls apart after first quarter
By Brennan Doherty
Senior Writer

RALEIGH — The start was
promising enough.
An early seven-point advantage and a one-point lead after
one quarter of action suggested that the North Carolina
women’s basketball team might
perform well against a rival for
the second straight time.
UNC, which was last victorious over three weeks ago
when it upset then-No. 15
Duke, went into Sunday’s game
against No. 23 N.C. State hoping to get back on track and
end a four-game losing streak.
Instead, the Tar Heels
lost 73-54 to a more experienced Wolfpack team, with
rebounding and a lopsided
second quarter proving to be
the difference.
“I think you saw a big difference in experience and

athleticism,” head coach Sylvia
Hatchell said after the loss.
“‘Cause you know, Jamie’s our
only senior, Paris is our only
junior, and you know they’ve
got transfers — fifth-year kids
and different things like that.”
UNC (14-11, 4-8 ACC) outshot the Wolfpack from the
field by over 16 percentage
points through the opening
10 minutes, as sophomore
guard Taylor Koenen and
first-year forwards Jaelynn
Murray and Janelle Bailey
combined for 13 of UNC’s 15
first-quarter points.
The shots stopped falling
after that, however. From
the second quarter onward,
the Tar Heels only made 15
of 50 field-goal attempts. In
the second quarter, UNC was
outscored 20-6. Senior guard
Jamie Cherry (11 points) and
redshirt junior guard Paris Kea
(21 points), two of UNC’s go-to

players offensively, combined
to only make 2 of 14 3-pointers.
The Tar Heels, as a team, shot
10.5 percent from distance.
Cherry didn’t think N.C.
State did anything specific to
alter her shot. Instead, she
thought it was just one of
those days.
“Like Coach said, we didn’t
knock down shots,” Cherry
said. “Me and Paris, we didn’t
knock down shots that we
normally knock down. But
other than that, our rebounding wasn’t too good.”
That much was evident
on the box score. Although
they only shot 33.8 percent
as a team, the Wolfpack
outrebounded UNC 58-36.
Twenty of those boards came
on the offensive end of the
court, as the Tar Heels struggled with N.C. State’s physicality. As a result, the Wolfpack
had eight more second-chance

Overtime win for UNC led by
sophomore midfielders
MEN’S LACROSSE (OT)

NORTH CAROLINA 15
FURMAN14
By Keaton Eberly
Staff Writer

It was a good day to be a
sophomore midfielder on the
North Carolina men’s lacrosse
team.
Heading into overtime
against Furman University on
a rainy Saturday afternoon,
sophomore midfielders Justin
Anderson and Tanner Cook
had already left their mark
on the No. 9 Tar Heels. But
they did so in different ways:
Anderson as a distributor and
Cook as a scorer.
Anderson had three assists
entering the extra period.
However, it was his skill as a
scorer that gave his team the
upper hand by the end. His
one and only goal came early
in overtime.
After receiving the ball
directly behind the goal
from senior attackman Chris
Cloutier, Anderson began
his attacking approach. The
sophomore found his opportunity to strike, and ultimately he took it by going around
the net and scoring from
around 18 feet outside —
allowing UNC (2-0) to escape
an upset with a 15-14 win.

“I noticed that they didn’t
have a guy on the crease, ready
to come for me,” Anderson
said. “So I felt like I got
enough room around him and
just let it release.”
Cook finished with a careerhigh five goals. Through the
first two games of the early
season, the midfielder scored
eight times. By comparison,
Cook had a total of 10 goals in
his first year as a Tar Heel.
“It was just one of those
games where it feels like you
are in the right spots in the
right moments,” Cook said.
“Everything is just going your
way.”
Saturday was truly a game
of runs. Furman (0-2) came
out firing on all cylinders,
establishing an early 4-1 lead
with 3:32 left in the first quarter. Shortly after that, UNC
exploded for eight unanswered
goals and a 12-6 advantage
late in the third period.
The Paladins clawed their
way back into the game by
scoring four goals within
almost six minutes, closing
the gap to 12-10. UNC was
able to temporarily slow
down the momentum with
a goal by William Perry with
around 10 minutes to spare.
Furman continued to push
the tempo and forced its opposition to make crucial mistakes. The perseverance paid
off, as Mike Liscombe scored

with 2:09 left to give the
Paladins their first lead since
the second quarter, putting the
Tar Heels in a tough spot.
UNC kept its composure,
as Charles Kelly won the
face-off that would lead to
the equalizing score by Chris
Cloutier with 1:16 remaining.
Once the game made it
into overtime, the rest was
history.
North Carolina head coach
Joe Breschi has been trying to
stress to the team that playing
for a blue blood program like
UNC will certainly invite many
challengers, as it did Saturday.
“Our guys got to continue
to realize that bullseye on the
chest is big when it comes to
North Carolina,” he said.
Regardless of the blown
lead, Breschi said he was
impressed with the calmness
that his team displayed against
a squad that narrowly lost to
the Tar Heels last season.
“For us to play a tight game
like that, win a face-off at the
end of the game, score a big
goal by Cloutier and obviously
the game winner, they showed
a lot of poise,” Breschi said.
Despite the talented upperclassmen, it was the sophomore midfielders who worked
to establish their place as key
contributors on a slippery
afternoon for a perennial top10 program in the country.
sports@dailytarheel.com

points than UNC and shot 12
more free throws.
“We got stops, and then we
just had bad breaks as far as
offensive rebounds,” Cherry
said. “I thought that was the
major thing. Every time we
would try to come back –
offensive rebound, put-back
or a 3-point shot.”
Despite UNC’s recent
struggles, Hatchell said effort
hasn’t been an issue with her
group of players.
“They’ve actually had some
of their own practices, whenever the coaches didn’t call it
or it wasn’t a scheduled time,”
she said. “They’re doing some
of their own stuff. The chemistry of the team is great;
they’re working hard.”
In her postgame news
conference, Hatchell offered
a reminder of what UNC’s
accomplished this season as a
way of showing what they can
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N.C. State’s Chelsea Nelson (5) takes a jumper over Paris Kea (22)
on Feb. 11 at Reynolds Coliseum in Raleigh.

still achieve.
The Tar Heels rallied
from 19 points to beat Duke,
are undefeated in overtime
contests and hold non-conference wins against opponents including Minnesota,

Washington and Colorado.
“We’ve beaten some good
teams,” she said. “But when
we shoot well, we can hang
in there and play tough with
people.”
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